
 

 

AGAINST SURROGATE MOTHER MANIFEST 
 

PROVIDED THAT  
 

- the market of surrogate mother is growing up in a dramatic way;  
- actually the surrogate mother, in some countries as Italy, represent an illegal 
practice, but for the citizens is possible, however, bring into own country children 
got it through this practice from foreign countries;     
- always more desperation for poverty push women to transformer themselves in a 
containers for a fee, as women object; 
- there are shared principles, for that reason not everything that is technically 
possible is also ethically acceptable; 
- for every child to have a family is a right and not the opposite;  
 

 CONSIDER THAT 
 
- a society who give permission to exploit a body of woman and degrade her dignity, 
considering a mere container of a son of others, is a society that no longer knows 
where it comes from or where to go; 
- the market character of surrogate mother practice represent a clearly treason of 
fundamental of human rights;   
- unfortunately are always more the organization that, behind generous 
compensation, offer children on commission through a surrogate mother practice; 
- we are in front of a true sale of children that also allows the choice of a source of 
ova: a sort of selection of the race, by means of a 'market research'; 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FOR THIS REASON WWALF  OPPOSES TO SURROGACY MOTHER  
 
And It aims to: 
 

1. raise awareness towards this phenomenon to make the public aware of the  
stakes 
 

2. initiate all appropriate cultural initiatives and policies to counter any attempt 
to legalize, in the countries where it is not still allowed, the practice of the 
surrogacy mother; 

 
3. expose and oppose such activities in countries where the market of 

motherhood on order is legal and stated, reporting any abuse made against 
women 

 
4. ensure equal status for women in the poorest countries, the main target of 

unscrupulous speculators; 
 

5. protect freedom of every woman to continue the pregnancy and keep the 
child birth with him as natural and fundamental right that precedes any law 
and any contract 

 
6. affirm the right of women not to be forced to commercialize their bodies 

 
7. implement effective family policy, health and education for the prevention 

and treatment of infertility and sterility 
 

8. combat the billion-dollar on the skin of women linked to speculative market 

to surrogacy mother practice. 

 


